Establishing Educational & Training Experiences

- Attract attention on Big Data from undergrads, general audiences, lab technicians, staff (PSA videos, MOOCs, etc)
- Outreach to lay audiences
- Domain experts
- New audiences
  - E.g. for LONI Pipeline to offer feedback
- California-based BD2K Hackathons (virtual)
  - E.g. including biomedically/clinically relevant outcomes
- California BD2K “Hacking 101” sessions (online)
• Calendar of Training Events held in California
  – Training Coordinating Center can facilitate
• Rotating virtual California BD2K journal clubs
  – E.g. hosted by Stanford one month, UCSC the next month
• Fly in experts to CA-BD2K sites to train groups of people
  – E.g. Grant writing for big data projects
• Postdoc network (statewide)
• Leverage existing postdoctoral associations (funding center visits, etc)
• Invited speaker series of grad students and postdocs (video taped and expanded)/practice mini job talks